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In school, you’re taught a lesson and then given a test. In life, you’re given a test that teaches you a lesson.

—Tom Bodett, American author
Executive Summary

Nations invest enormous sums of money in their elementary and secondary education—on the order of two to four percent of their Gross Domestic Product. This is as much as, or even more, than their investment in national defense. Consequently, it’s only natural that they are interested in finding out how effectively this money is spent. Furthermore, in recent decades the educational attainment of a country’s population was statistically linked to its economic success, a link that necessarily will only strengthen in the future as our society becomes even more dependent on technology.

Educational testing or, more properly, the results of educational testing, are an essential metric for evaluating the quality of the educational system and for informing the public and policymakers about what is and is not functioning as planned. Furthermore, individual students are necessarily interested in their own educational performance, as are parents in the performance of their child, so they can realistically evaluate the chances for the student’s future educational progress as well as their future career path, whether in academia or the workplace.

To provide such metrics educational testing must be valid and objective. Valid in the sense that the results reflect the actual knowledge and skills that schools are supposed to impart to their students, and objective in the sense that they are accurate in their scoring and untainted by irrelevant considerations. Addressing the validity of a test is in the hands of content experts who create the test items. Addressing test objectivity is a matter of the testing process—the uniformity of its administration and of its scoring; in other words, its standardization. Hence the common expression “standardized test,” which encompasses all those features and allows test results to be compared across schools and across time.

Other educational testing exists too. For example, teachers routinely assess the progress of their students by administering classroom tests that they generate themselves or lift from textbooks. These so-called formative tests are invaluable for the teacher, yet they may be neither objective nor even valid, and their results certainly cannot be compared across different schools and classrooms or over time.
While almost all teachers support formative in-class testing, many resist external objective testing. In that they are often joined by school administrators, and sometimes even by politicians. The reasons for such resistance are pretty obvious: objective test results often conflict with a teacher’s own perception of his or her students’ achievement, and no administrator or politician enjoys seeing disappointing results that they might be forced to explain to an unhappy public.

This report describes educational testing in some detail, argues for the importance of test standardization, and offers evidence of its objectivity particularly when contrasted with the evidence of grade inflation in public schools. Further, it documents its salutary effects on student achievement contrary to the cliché often whipped out by testing opponents that “weighing the cow doesn’t make it fatter”—actually, it seems that it does, notably when there are significant stakes associated with the results of the test to schools and particularly to students. In the same vein the report also addresses other common, straw-man fallacies that test opponents often bring up, such as that testing necessarily narrows the curriculum.

The report concludes that well executed, valid, and objective educational testing seems irreplaceable as an oversight tool for politicians and the public and as a way to guide improvement for students and schools.
Introduction

Objective performance assessment is critical to any meritocracy, be it imperial China 2500 years ago or modern North America. However measured, a key aspect of successful societies lies in the relative objectivity of the assessment, rather than reliance on subjective evaluations often driven—or at least perceived as driven—by family ties, pecuniary benefits, or personal preferences.¹

It is widely accepted that education is a necessary ingredient to the progress and welfare of a society, and hence it is important to make it effective. Further, educational effectiveness is accepted as a key element in the West’s competitiveness. Given all this, it logically follows that if we want to improve our society, we should strive to make educational evaluation as valid and objective as possible so we can correctly identify the strengths and weaknesses of our educational systems and improve them as necessary.

This report describes many of the types of achievement tests that our educational systems use, their characteristics, and value, with a particular focus on their objectivity and utility and their importance for both systemic and individual student evaluation.

¹ While meritocracy is critical to society’s success, it is not necessarily the sole criterion used to drive decisionmaking. Moral principles such as equity or social harmony necessarily play a role in a democracy, but we should be wary of conflating them with effectiveness-related meritocratic arguments.
Types of Tests

Objectivity in evaluation goes to the process of how the evaluation process is administered, and how its results are scored. Both should be standardized to minimize measurement errors, provide reliable comparability, and reduce bias. In itself this is insufficient—we can objectively score answers to meaningless set of questions, which will not be helpful. In other words, useful tests, in addition to being objective, must also validly sample the knowledge we attempt to assess. This does not imply, however, that identical scores must be interpreted in an identical way, or that they will have identical implications—these may also depend on the way that society collectively chooses to attach value to the scores, tempered by additional societal considerations like equity, fairness, and possibly others. It is important, however, to keep those additional considerations separate, explicitly balancing them with the meritocratic test score. Unless we do, we run the risk of corrupting the meritocratic results and tainting the assessment itself with overt biases, which may cause the loss of public trust in its inherent fairness and objectivity.

Educational tests can be classified by their purpose (diagnostic, formative, summative), by their type (achievement, aptitude), by their item types (selected response, constructed response), and their reporting (standard-based, norm-referenced). Diagnostic tests attempt to identify learning disabilities and will not be addressed here. Neither will formative tests, which are typically administered by classroom teachers and serve to assess students’ progress and adjust instruction, nor aptitude tests, which are intended to gauge students’ potential. This report will focus primarily on summative achievement tests, which in recent years tend to be standards-based, sometimes also called criterion-referenced, i.e., measuring achievement against a set of fixed educational grade-level expectations (standards). This is in contrast to older norm-referenced tests that assessed achievement compared to representative, typically national, sample reference groups.

Yet another important categorization comes up relating to the end-use of testing results. If the results should inform individual students and parents, the test must be administered in a census form—to each indi-
vidual student, in its fullness.\(^2\) If, on the other hand, the test is intended to inform the general public or policymakers, it may be administered to a representative sample of students and each student may be exposed to just a subset of test items.\(^3\)

Objective and standardized assessment is often associated in the public mind with the selected response (“multiple choice”) test format. Such association, while understandable, is incorrect. The objectivity of assessment is predicated on the clear and unambiguous statement of valid test items, on the test's uniform administration, and on a uniform way of scoring and standardized scaling;\(^4\) it is not dependent on the particular format of the test items. Remembering these requirements, it is obvious that it is easier to make a multiple choice item clear and unambiguous than it is to pose an open-ended question in that way; it is even more obvious that it is easier to assure objectivity in scoring a multiple choice item than it is to score an open-ended item. It is also much cheaper to objectively score a multiple-choice item than is to score an open-ended one.\(^5\) Consequently, some people mistakenly associate objective assessment with the multiple-choice format, even though one can have objective assessments that include open-ended constructed-response questions.

To summarize, most people would agree that valid and objective tests are a vital component of our education systems. Without the information they provide, we would all be lost: parents would not know how

---

\(^2\) In recent years Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) came into fashion where each student may not necessarily be exposed to the same full set of questions as another, yet each must answer a sufficient number of questions for a reliable assessment of the complete breadth of the curriculum.

\(^3\) In most countries census testing occurs only at specific transition points of their educational system, such as the transition between elementary, middle, and high school grades. Additionally, many educational systems have graduation and/or qualification testing at the end of high school, such as the French baccalauréat, the British A-Levels, or the American SAT. Census testing can both inform individual students, as well as form the basis of systemic evaluation. In contrast, sampled testing supports only systemic evaluation and may occur irregularly every so often.

\(^4\) Scaling refers to adjusting the scores of periodically administered tests in such a way that they will be comparable over time. This is necessary since test item difficulty may vary slightly across multiple test administrations despite efforts to keep them similar in difficulty.

\(^5\) Objective scoring of open-ended items will typically require intensive training of human scorers, assigning two scorers to evaluate each response, and having an adjudication process in case their scores differ. Clearly this makes objective scoring of open-ended items slower and much more expensive than scoring selected-response items.
well the school system was serving their children; policymakers would not know if their programs were working or how they could be improved; teachers would have no way of knowing how their students performed in previous grades or how they are currently performing in comparison to other classes and other schools; and even the students themselves would not know how well they truly grasped the material. To use an obvious metaphor, without objective tests, our education system would be adrift; like a ship with no navigation system, it would not know where it was or where it was going, and it would have no way to correct course. All it could do would be to rev the engines and hope for the best.

Having said that, we should recognize that many educators resent testing and believe that testing, and particularly high-stakes summative testing, is counterproductive. In some sense this is not surprising since testing, in effect, represents a potential critique of educators and the pedagogy they espouse. Yet such objections would be more acceptable had the outcomes of our education system, particularly in the West, been more robust. As it is, the general public recognizes the self-serving elements in educators’ objections and overwhelmingly supports educational testing. For example, a survey conducted by Mark Holmes in Ontario in 1998 found that “while only 11 per cent of directors of education agreed with annual achievement testing of elementary students, the proposal was supported by 59 per cent of a similarly educated comparison group of non-educators” (Holmes, 1998: 142-43). In a more recent US poll some 68 percent of Americans supported annual student testing, while only 48 percent of teachers did. Moreover, 20 percent fewer teachers who were members of teacher unions supported testing than did non-members (Education Next, 2018). A 2022 poll of Canadian parents found that a large majority—84 percent—supported standardized testing, while noting the opposition of multiple teachers’ unions to such testing (MacPherson, 2022).
Standardized Tests are a Vital Source of Information for Parents and Policymakers

In earlier times the grade level a student reached was deemed a sufficient indicator of how educated he or she was. For a host of historical reasons that is no longer the case, yet the need for more precise assessment of students’ education has grown. For example, two Maryland graduates with similar GPAs, one from Baltimore and one from Bethesda, would likely not have attained the same level of literacy or numeracy. School Grade Point Averages (GPAs) and other teacher assessments are not reliable indicators of student achievement. Nor is the level of educational attainment as measured by the names of courses taken or grade promotions. For example, the recently released US 2019 National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) *High School Transcript Study* shows that while students are taking more rigorous classes and pass them with better grades, their actual knowledge of the subject matter has decreased (Hess, 2022). To be able to compare one school to another, there needs to be a reliable common measurement.

This is the most basic good that standardized test results provide—they give parents and policy makers objective and comparable information on student performance, enabling them to judge schools and districts in relation to one another, using a common unit of measurement.

Standardized tests are, in fact, the *only* real external check we have on the quality of our schools. As Richard Phelps, a former US Government Accounting Office (GAO) researcher laid it out: “If none of the curriculum is tested, we cannot know if any of it has been learned” (Phelps, 1999: 25). Without standardized tests, no one outside the classroom can reliably gauge student progress. No district or provincial education officials. No political leader. No taxpayer. No parent. No student. Each has to accept whatever the teacher says and, without standardized tests, no teacher has any point of comparison outside of their experience either.

Objective and comparable information about school performance is the basis for any clear and rational discussion about funding priorities or program formulation and implementation. Without such measurements, it
would be impossible to have a meaningful discussion about education on the state or national level.

Moreover, objective measurements help to frame and anchor debates about education policy, so that such debates do not become untethered from the reality of the problems at hand, as they can be if they are overtaken by demagogues who demand unhelpful reforms or interest groups who seek to protect the status quo.

Teacher assessments are inadequate in this regard. While teacher assessments may help to fill out our understanding of student performance, they can never replace standardized tests of students as a means of conveying information about school quality to parents and policymakers. There are several reasons for this.

One is that “individual teachers can also narrow the curriculum to that which they prefer. Grades are susceptible to inflation with ordinary teachers, as students get to know a teacher better and learn his idiosyncrasies. A teacher's grades and test scores are far more likely to be idiosyncratic and non-generalizable than any standardized test” (Phelps, 1999: 25). A summative objective standard-based test may be one of the more effective tools to ascertain that the intended curricular content is taught, as by design such a test broadly samples that content. In fact, the criticism that it encourages “teaching to the test” becomes a positive attribute with such standard-based testing as “teaching the curriculum” and “teaching to the test” become indistinguishable.

It is not uncommon for grades in schools and even in individual classrooms to drift toward an equilibrium, “so that most grades are As and Bs, without improvements in achievement” (Evers, 2001). This belies dramatic differences in the quality of instruction and the rate of learning between different schools and different teachers.

In-class assessment by teachers often does not provide an accurate picture of their students’ subject matter knowledge. “It appears that nearly everything is considered when assigning a mark. There are probably two reasons for this. First, educators want to consider all relevant aspects of a student’s classroom experience when assigning a mark. At the same time, there is apparently no clear consensus about which factors are relevant to assigning a grade” (Cizek, 1996 (emphasis in original)). For many teachers and professors in education schools, the mastery of subject matter is but one of the factors taken into account, and indeed, may not even be the most important one, as one elementary teacher said: “Getting the child through the level with a positive attitude and good memories is more important than a raw number grade... Shaping the kids’ minds through group interaction, effort, and participation is more important than averaging tests and quiz scores” (Cizek, 1996; Farkas and Duffett, 2010).
Testing Makes Our Schools More Accurate and More Responsive

Far from discouraging students, formative and diagnostic testing enables teachers to identify problems early on, so they can respond promptly, before the student falls irretrievably behind and becomes truly discouraged.

An example of this is early reading intervention, which is absolutely necessary if struggling students are likely to avoid a lifetime of reading problems. Barbara Foorman and her colleagues write: “There is little evidence that [such students] catch up in reading skills, in spite of the widespread belief among educators in developmental delay—the late bloomer phenomenon” (Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis, 2019: 85).

Fortunately, research shows that early intervention can be effective and early identification via objective diagnostic testing is critical to that end. Foorman et al. cite a study that “identified children in kindergarten who had poor phonological awareness, that is, they had difficulty blending and segmenting sounds in speech. By second grade, one-on-one tutoring brought 75 percent of children to grade-level reading.” Another study “identified middle-class children with very low word recognition skills at the beginning of grade one. After one semester of one-on-one tutoring, 70 percent were reading at grade level. After two semesters, more than 90 percent were at grade level” (Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis, 2019: 83).

- For intervention to succeed, it has to begin before the student is in third grade, making early detection vital. This in turn requires the systematic testing of all students.
- Foorman et al. believe that performance-based assessments, “in which the student constructs an original response (that is, displays procedural knowledge)” are inadequate to the task: “These assessments rarely present evidence of reliability or validity and generally do not measure transfer of knowledge independently of a specific curriculum” (Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis, 2019: 90).
- They conclude: “The judicious use of multiple-choice formats to assess declarative knowledge may be the most valid, reliable, and useful way to proceed” (Foorman, Fletcher, and Francis, 2019: 90).
We should not rely on teacher assessments of early reading. Because there can be a great deal of variance not just between schools but between individual classrooms, reliance on teacher assessments can obscure problems and hinder coordination between the educators themselves, as students move from grade to grade. Bill Evers recounts the experience of Judy Codding, a former principal of Pasadena High School in California, in her efforts to determine why her school’s students were struggling in their math classes: “Wanting to know how much students coming into her school as freshman knew and what classes they should be placed in, she gave them objective diagnostic tests. The ‘horrendous results’ showed that incoming freshmen were much less prepared than their middle-school teachers had said they were” (Evers, 2001).

Phelps quotes a 1936 study that describes an experiment where two researchers, Starch and Elliott, made copies of two actual English examination papers and sent them to teachers to grade and return. The marks awarded ranged from 58 to 98 percent. One paper, graded by 142 teachers, received 14 marks below 80 percent and 14 above 94 percent.... Starch and Elliott repeated the procedure with duplicate geometry tests. Teachers’ marks on the 116 returned papers ranged from 28 to 92 percent... According to the authors, “This type of experiment has been repeated many time by investigators, and always with similar results” (Lincoln and Workman, 1936, quoted in Phelps, 2007: 114 (emphasis added)).

Clearly, classroom grading by teachers is likely to be anything but reliable or standardized.
Standardized Tests Effectively Capture What Students Know

Even if teachers mean well, the fact remains that their assessments will likely not be as accurate an assessment of student knowledge as standardized tests are. The reason is that “even teachers who endeavor to grade their students on the basis of academic achievement are unlikely to have received more than cursory training in testing and measurement. Those who criticize standardized tests for their alleged imperfections of structure and content seldom mention that standardized tests are written, tested, and retested by large groups of Ph.D.s with highly technical training in testing and measurement” (Phelps, 2003: 226). Hence standardized tests are likely to be much more accurate and reliable than teachers’ own assessments.

The effort put into developing a major standardized test is immense: “A typical large-scale test goes through multiple rounds of research, development, and pilot testing to make sure that it is reliable—in other words, that scores it yields are consistent and stable across multiple test administrations. A large-scale test is also expected to be valid, which means that it measures what it claims to measure and leads users to draw accurate and meaningful conclusions about what students know and can do” (Kober, 2002: 6).

The notion that standardized tests, and particularly multiple-choice ones, must be inherently simplistic—that they favour low-order thinking skills—is similarly misguided. As Richard Phelps explains: “Test items can be banal and simplistic or intricately complex and, either way, their response format can be multiple-choice or open-ended. There is no necessary correlation between the difficulty of a problem and the response format. Even huge, integrative tasks that require fifty minutes to classify, assemble, organize, calculate, and analyze can, in the end, present the test-taker with a multiple-choice response format. Just because the answer to the question is among those provided, it is not necessarily easy or obvious how to get from the question to the answer” (Phelps, 1999: 15).

Some critics argue that this does not matter, because even if a standardized test is valid and reliable, it may not measure the knowledge and
skills that are truly important in life later on, such as creativity, the ability to work in groups, and so on. This is put to the lie by a multitude of studies that link student performance on validated standardized tests to economic prosperity, both for individuals and nations. If the skills being measured by such standardized tests were irrelevant, then there would be no such correlation.

As an example, Stanford’s Eric Hanushek cites three recent studies, all of which “employ different nationally representative data sets that follow students after they leave schooling and enter the labor force.” These studies came to the same conclusion, which is that “when scores are standardized, they suggest that one standard deviation increase in mathematics performance at the end of high school translates into 12 percent higher annual earnings.” Put another way, if the median earnings in 2001 were about $30,000, “a one standard deviation increase would boost these by $3,600 for each year of work life” (Hanushek, 2006: 450). And Hanushek suspects that “these estimates provide a lower bound on the impact of high achievement.”

Gregory Cizek makes an important point that is often lost on critics who say that tests do not measure everything a student needs to know:

The relationship of standardized achievement tests to the essential goals of education—say, becoming a responsible, productive citizen—relies to a great extent on the principle of ‘necessary but not sufficient.’ It is easy to see that acquiring proficiency in reading, mathematics, writing, and so on, is necessary to accomplishing essential educational that goal. Admittedly, other student characteristics—such as personal responsibility and creative thinking or problem solving—are also necessary for the goal to be achieved. However, an extra measure of personal responsibility or creative thinking cannot compensate for deficits in a student’s knowledge of language or mathematics, or in the student’s ability to communicate his or her ideas. Students may become productive and responsible contributors to society if they master fundamental academic skills; they will almost certainly be unable to do without them. (Cizek, 1998: 2-3)

---

6 One should note that the specific content that such tests assess is less important than it might seem, as long as the domains of the tested knowledge are similar and the questions are well posed. For example, PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) is a curriculum-independent “literacy” test, while TIMSS (Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) is a curriculum-based content test, yet achievement on both correlates similarly with economic impact (Eric Hanushek, personal communications, circa 2015).
In other words, while valid and reliable standardized tests may be unable to analyze everything necessary for a successful education, "they can yield highly accurate, dependable information about a finite but vital constellation of knowledge and skills" (Cizek, 1998: 3).
Standardized Tests Are Cost-Efficient

Standardized, largely or solely multiple choice tests are cost-efficient, in that they can draw out extensive information about large numbers of students in a short period of time and for a much lower cost than other, less standardized measures such as essays or large and complex open-ended “performance tasks.”

Harvard economist Caroline Hoxby reviewed the 2000-01 costs of 25 US states’ assessment systems, and found that they ranged from a low of $1.79 per pupil for South Carolina to a high of $34.02 per pupil for Delaware. Yet even Delaware’s expenses represent only 0.4 percent of the average per pupil expenditure in America, which was $8,157 in the 2000-01 school-year. Hoxby also compares the cost of developing and implementing assessments to two other popular reforms: class-size reductions and pay raises for teachers.

Begin with class-size reduction: “Given that teacher compensation represents 54 percent of the average American school’s costs and that items proportional to the size of school buildings (building, heating, etc.) represent another 22 percent of the average American school’s cost, a 10 percent reduction in class size costs about $615 per student in the United States,” or 12,399 percent more than the current average cost of assessment (Hoxby, 2002: 11).

Pay raises for teachers fairs similarly: “It would cost the average American school $437 per student to raise teachers’ compensation by 10 percent,” or 5,011 percent more than the current average cost of assessment (Hoxby, 2002: 11-12).

A 1993 US Government Accounting Office [GAO] study found the average cost of state testing to be around $15 per student including staff time for multiple choice tests and about $20 per student when it included some open-ended items. At the time (1990-91), the per-student expenditures were $5,885. In other words, the cost of testing was about 0.3 percent of per-student spending—clearly a miniscule cost to spend on quality assurance [US GAO, 1993).
What Does the Research Show About Testing and Student Achievement?

When coupled with an accountability system, standardized tests can have a powerful effect on student achievement. Studies (Phelps, 2019, 2012; Bishop, 2004, 2005) appear to show that accountability systems aimed at students are the most effective, but if they are aimed at the schools, as the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) assessments were, they can still have a significant positive effect.

Tom Loveless of the Brookings Institute cites “a 2003 study examining the effects of accountability on state NAEP scores, [in which] Martin Carnoy and Susanna Loeb rate the strength of each state’s system on a five-level scale” (Loveless, 2005: 9; Carnoy and Loeb, 2002). Both student and school accountability were factored into the rating. Controlling for differences in spending and student demographics, Carnoy and Loeb found that “between 1996 and 2000, the stronger the accountability system,” the

---

Carnoy & Loeb describe the accountability rating as follows:

“The 0–5 scale captures degrees of state external pressure on schools to improve student achievement according to state-defined performance criteria. States receiving a zero do not test students statewide or do not set any statewide standards for schools or districts. States that require state testing in the elementary and middle grades and the reporting of test results to the state but no school (or district) sanctions or rewards (no or weak external pressure) get a 1. Those states that test at the elementary and middle school levels and have moderate school or district accountability sanctions/rewards or, alternatively, a high school exit test (that sanctions students but pressures schools to improve student performance) get a 2. Those states that test at the lower and middle grades, have moderate accountability repercussions for schools and districts, and require an exit test in high school, get a 3. Those that test and place strong pressure on schools or districts to improve student achievement (threat of reconstitution, principal transfer, loss of students) but do not require a high school exit test get a 4. States receiving a 5 test students in primary and middle grades, strongly sanction and reward schools or districts based on improvement in student test scores, and require a high school minimum competency exit test for graduation.”
greater the gains states made in raising the percentage of eighth graders functioning at or above the basic level in mathematics. A two-rank increase in the accountability index was associated with about a one-half standard deviation gain, which is statistically significant. The results were significantly positive for black, white, and Hispanic students, and held up after controlling for how many students each state excludes from NAEP testing” (Loveless, 2005: 9).

In a similar study, John Bishop of Cornell University examined systems targeting both students and educators, using the 1996 and 1998 NAEP scores of eighth graders in states with different accountability regimes—i.e., “for students, meeting basic course requirements, passing minimum competency exams, and passing a curriculum-based external exit exam; and for schools, receiving rewards or sanctions based on test scores” (Loveless, 2005: 9-10). He found that “students in states requiring curriculum-based external exit exams (New York and North Carolina) exhibited the highest levels of achievement, with an advantage of 0.45 grade levels in math and science, followed by states that reward and sanction schools, with gains of 0.20 grade levels. Minimum competency tests had a positive but insignificant effect” (Loveless, 2005: 9-10).

Accountability systems create incentive effects, which Bishop detects in his regression analyses, and to include “an increase in knowledge and skills caused by students studying more, paying better attention in class, and taking tougher courses, in a high-stakes testing environment” (Phelps, 2003: 239).

Bishop studied high-stakes exit exams in Canada in the early 1990s, when, as today, only some provinces had curriculum-based exit examinations. He found that the examination systems had pervasive effects on school administrators and teachers and students. In the provinces with external exams,

- “Schools were significantly more likely to: employ specialist teachers in math and science; employ teachers who had studied the subject in college; have high quality science labs; schedule extra hours of math and science instruction; assign more homework in math, in science and in other subjects; have students do or watch experiments in science class; and schedule frequent tests in math and science class.
- “Teachers were significantly more likely to: give more homework, cover more difficult material; schedule more quizzes and tests; reduce the time students spend doing group problem solving; increase the time students work alone; and schedule more experiments in science class.
• “Students were significantly more likely to: watch less television (40 percent less), report that their parents want them to do well in exam subjects (4 to 6 percent more likely) and talk to them about what they are learning in school, read more for pleasure, and choose educational programs when they did watch television.

• Perhaps even more importantly, the improved academic performance brought about by testing and accountability has effects that last far beyond graduation: “When other factors that influence academic achievement are controlled for, students from states, provinces, or countries with medium or high-stakes testing programs score better on neutral, common tests and earn higher salaries after graduation that do their counterparts from states, provinces, or countries with no- or low-stakes tests.” (Bishop, 1994: 22-26 as summarized in Phelps, 2003: 241)

A study of curriculum and instruction systems across 30 countries that participated in the 1994-95 TIMSS revealed a strong relationship “between the number of decision points—high-stakes selection points— which serve as quality controls and student performance on the TIMSS 8th-grade mathematics exam. The more high stakes selection points, the better the country performance” (Phelps, 2003: 221). The study also suggests that there is “an exponential relationship between quality control and student achievement; after a certain critical mass of quality control measures are implemented, student achievement can really take off” (Phelps, 2001; Bishop, 1997).

---

8 Decision points (selection points) are defined as “an occasion when a student performance standard is actually applied: a judgment is made—for example, that a student achieves or does not achieve a standard—and an appropriate consequence results.” Most often, decision points consist of high-stakes tests or selective admission to certain schools or curricular tracks.
Conclusions

Modern standardized curriculum-aligned educational testing is important for maintaining a meritocratic system with high standards. While norm-referenced, off-the-shelf tests that were frequently used in the past were disconnected from actual curricula, this is no longer true for curriculum-aligned tests. Further, modern tests are carefully checked against group biases that were present in some older tests. Attacks on standardized testing by interest groups are fed by outdated and incorrect information, by reluctance to reward merit, and by resistance to change when indicated by those tests.

Curriculum-aligned standardized tests with stakes for students promote both higher student achievement and school improvement by sending a clear and powerful signal to all stakeholders—students, parents, teachers, and administrators—about what is working and what needs improvement. It’s no wonder that the public strongly supports such testing.
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